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Abstract 

Background: Vaccines against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‑CoV‑2) are used to reduce the 
risk of developing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID‑19). Despite the significant benefits in terms of reduced risk of 
hospitalization and death, different adverse events may present after vaccination: among them, headache is one of 
the most common, but nowadays there is no summary presentation of its incidence and no description of its main 
features.

Methods: We searched PubMed and EMBASE covering the period between January  1st 2020 and August  6th, 2021, 
looking for record in English and with an abstract and using three main search terms (with specific variations): COVID‑
19/SARS‑CoV‑2; Vaccination; headache/adverse events. We selected manuscript including information on subjects 
developing headache after injection, and such information had to be derived from a structured form (i.e. no free 
reporting). Pooled estimates and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. Analyses were carried out by vaccine vs. 
placebo, by first vs. second dose, and by mRNA‑based vs. “traditional” vaccines; finally, we addressed the impact of age 
and gender on post‑vaccine headache onset.
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Introduction
In late 2019, SARS-CoV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syn-
drome Coronavirus 2), the etiologic agent of Coronavirus 
Disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread rapidly into the human 
population causing a global pandemic, with a relevant 
impact on mortality but also on a multi-organ morbid-
ity [1]. Despite the effort to control the disease through 
effective testing and prevention measures like isolation, 
quarantine, and clinical care of affected individuals, 
infections continued at an unabated pace resulting in mil-
lions of deaths [2] suggesting that effective vaccines are 
needed to bring the pandemic under control. COVID-19 
vaccines are intended to provide acquired immunity pre-
venting symptomatic illness caused by SARS-CoV-2. The 
already established knowledge about the structure and 
function of coronaviruses causing diseases like Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East 
respiratory syndrome (MERS) accelerated the develop-
ment of various vaccine platforms during early 2020 [3] 
and COVID-19 vaccination became a governmental pri-
ority for many countries.

According to recent data published by the U.S Cen-
tre for Disease Control, referred to 13 jurisdictions and 
to the period April 4 – July 17 2021, 92% of infections, 
92% of hospitalizations and 91% of deaths were observed 
among not fully vaccinated (i.e. one dose of two-doses 
products) or unvaccinated people compared to fully vac-
cinated (i.e. two doses or one dose of one-shot products) 
[4] proving that vaccination is an effective way to combat 
the pandemic. Even when, during 2021, the Delta vari-
ant became dominant, the vaccines still protected against 
severe illness and hospitalizations, although with slight 
reduction in effectiveness as compared to the original 
virus [5]. Data published by the COVID-19 Associated 
Hospitalization Surveillance Network (COVID-NET) 
show that unvaccinated subjects are 17 times more likely 

to be hospitalized, even when the Delta variant became 
predominant: thus vaccines keep on playing a critical role 
in the prevention of hospitalization and serious compli-
cations related to SARS-CoV-2 infection [6].

The first vaccines against COVID-19 were introduced 
in some countries in the second half of 2020 [7]. Since 
then at least 22 different preparations have been entered 
into use, while over a hundred have been submitted for 
clinical trial databases. Vaccinations accepted or cur-
rently considered by the World Health Organisation for 
emergency use listing are shown in Table  1 [8]. These 
preparations use very different ways to achieve immuno-
genicity. The more traditional vaccines are based on Vero 
cells lines for SARS-CoV-2 replication, i.e. similar to polio 
or rabies vaccines. However, effective COVID-19 preven-
tion has called for formerly less widely used tools, includ-
ing virus vectors or messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). 
The combination of novelty, necessary pace and scale of 
vaccine roll-out raised questions regarding safety. How-
ever, after billions of doses administered, it has been con-
firmed that these fears were mostly unfounded. The vast 
majority of side effects are mild and include fever, fatigue, 
headache, muscle pain, chills, diarrhoea and pain at the 
injection site, and usually disappear in few days after the 
vaccination. Serious adverse events related to vaccina-
tions are extremely rare. They may include anaphylaxis 
[9], myocarditis and pericarditis [10] (after mRNA vac-
cines) or provoke thrombosis with thrombocytopenia 
syndrome [11] (after adenovirus vector-based vaccines), 
and possibly Guillain-Barré syndrome [12].

Headache is one of the most frequently reported 
adverse events (AEs) after vaccination, with some dif-
ferences in term of incidence related to different vac-
cine type and dose. In some recent meta-analyses 
[13, 14], data from clinical trials on either viral pro-
tein subunit, mRNA-based and viral vector vaccines, 

Results: Out of 9338 records, 84 papers were included in the review, accounting for 1.57 million participants, 94% 
of whom received BNT162b2 or ChAdOx1. Headache was generally the third most common AE: it was detected in 
22% (95% CI 18–27%) of subjects after the first dose of vaccine and in 29% (95% CI 23–35%) after the second, with 
an extreme heterogeneity. Those receiving placebo reported headache in 10–12% of cases. No differences were 
detected across different vaccines or by mRNA‑based vs. “traditional” ones. None of the studies reported information 
on headache features. A lower prevalence of headache after the first injection of BNT162b2 among older participants 
was shown.

Conclusions: Our results show that vaccines are associated to a two‑fold risk of developing headache within 7 days 
from injection, and the lack of difference between vaccine types enable to hypothesize that headache is secondary to 
systemic immunological reaction than to a vaccine‑type specific reaction. Some descriptions report onset within the 
first 24 h and that in around one‑third of the cases, headache has migraine‑like features with pulsating quality, phono 
and photophobia; in 40–60% of the cases aggravation with activity is observed. The majority of patients used some 
medication to treat headache, the one perceived as the most effective being acetylsalicylic acid.

Keywords: SARS‑CoV‑2, COVID‑19, Vaccination, Headache, BNT162b2, ChAdOx1, Headache, Adverse Event
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injection-site pain, headaches and fatigue were the 
most frequently reported ones, with rates being higher 
after the second doses. In a cross-sectional study, head-
ache incidence was shown to be higher among recipi-
ents with a history of headache compared to those with 
no history of headache [15].

We will probably have to deal with COVID-19 pre-
vention treatments for the next years, and the definition 
and incidence of possible side effects is crucial. In addi-
tion to being a common post-vaccination AEs, headache 
constitutes the cardinal symptom of primary headache 
disorders, which are among the most prevalent and 
disabling conditions [16], and one of the most under-
diagnosed conditions [17, 18]. Therefore, understand-
ing the rates of headaches’ incidence after vaccination 
against COVID-19 is of relevance to enhance clinician’s 
knowledge on this AE of COVID vaccines: in fact, there 
is a lack of synthesis either on its incidence, but also its 
features, e.g. whether post-vaccine headache has the fea-
tures of tension-type headache (TTH) or of migraine. 
The primary aim of this systematic literature review with 
meta-analysis is therefore to assess the pooled incidence 
of post-vaccine headache (both after first and second 

dose); secondary aims include addressing headache inci-
dence by product and vaccine type (i.e. mRNA-based vs 
“traditional” ones), exploring post-vaccination headache 
features and addressing the role of age and gender on 
post-vaccine headache onset.

Methods
We conducted a literature review with meta-analysis 
and reported results according to the ‘Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses’ 
(PRISMA) [19].

Search strategy
Search terms had to combine information three main 
terms, i.e. COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2 AND Vaccination 
AND headache/adverse events. For each of three main 
terms, PubMed and EMBASE were searched using either 
free text and MeSH and EMTREE terms. The PubMed 
search was synthetically organized in this way: [COVID-
19 (MeSH) OR COVID (free search in ti/abs)] AND 
[COVID-19 Vaccines (MeSH) OR Vaccin* (free search 
in ti/abs)] AND [headache (MeSH) OR headache (free 
search in ti/abs) OR trial OR side effect (free search in 

Table 1 Covid‑19 vaccines submitted for WHO emergency use listing

Name Company Date of WHO 
Emergency Use 
Listing

Platform

Comirnaty / Tozinameran / BNT162b2 Pfizer/BioNtech 31 December 2020 Nucleoside modified mRNA

Vaxzevria / Covishield / ChAdOx1 / 
AZD1222

AstraZeneca / Oxford / Serum Institute 
of India

16 February 2021 Recombinant ChAdOx1 adenoviral
vector encoding the SARS‑CoV‑2 Spike 
protein antigen

Ad26.COV 2.S Janssen‑Cilag International 12 March 2021 Recombinant, replication incompetent 
adenovirus type 26 vector encoding
the SARS‑CoV‑2 Spike protein

Spikevax / mRNA‑1273 Moderna Biotech 30 April 2021 mRNA‑based vaccine encapsulated
in lipid nanoparticle

Sinopharm BIBP COVID‑19 vaccine Sinopharm / Beijing Institute of Biological
Products

7 May 2021 Inactivated SARS‑CoV‑2 produced in Vero 
cells

CoronaVac / PiCoVacc Sinovac Life Sciences 1 June 2021 Inactivated SARS‑CoV‑2 produced in Vero 
cells

Sputnik V / Gam‑COVID‑Vac Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemi‑
ology and Microbiology

pending Human Adenovirus Vector‑based
Covid‑19 vaccine

Covaxin / BBV152 Bharat Biotech pending Whole‑Virion Inactivated Vero Cell

Convidecia / AD5‑nCOV CanSino Biologics pending Recombinant adenovirus type 5 vector 
vaccine

Covovax / NVX‑CoV2373 Novavax pending Recombinant nanoparticle
prefusion spike protein formulated
with Matrix‑M™ adjuvant

Vidprevtyn / VAT00002 / VAT00008 Sanofi Pasteur / GSK pending Recombinant baculovirus vector encoding
the SARS‑CoV‑2 Spike protein, adjuvanted

SCB‑2019 Clover Biopharmaceuticals pending Recombinant SARS‑CoV‑2
Spike‑Trimer fusion protein

CureVac CureVac / Coalition for Epidemic Prepar‑
edness Innovations

pending mRNA‑based vaccine encapsulated
in lipid nanoparticle
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ti/abs)]. Similarly, the EMBASE search was synthetically 
organized in this way: [Coronarvirus OR SARS-CoV2 
(emtree) OR COVID (free search in ti/abs)] AND [SARS-
CoV2 Vaccine (emtree) OR Vaccin* (free search in ti/
abs)] AND [headache (emtree) OR headache (free search 
in ti/abs) OR trial OR side effect (free search in ti/abs)].

PubMed and EMBASE were searched covering the 
period between January  1st 2020 and August  6th, 2021, 
looking for record in English and with an abstract. The 
full search strings are reported in the Supplementary file.

Retrieved references were exported as.csv files and 
imported to Rayyan QRCI [20] for duplicates checking. 
The set of records was then exported to MS excel for 
study selection and data extraction.

Study selection
Retrieved references were equally and randomly assigned 
to the authors who screened titles and abstracts for eligi-
bility. Nine authors (AR, AMR, ERM, MCas, MK, MRob, 
MS, MT and MW-P) performed the double check about 
titles and abstracts eligibility of 20% randomly selected 
references.

To be eligible and be evaluated in full texts, records had 
to be referred to primary research and to report, in titles 
and abstracts, information on headache incidence fol-
lowing vaccination against SARS-CoV-2. Authors were 
instructed to select records if they: a) referred to vac-
cine for SARS-CoV-2, or similar terms; b) were primary 
research articles; c) mentioned safety profile/adverse 
events; d) mentioned headache post-vaccination. Con-
versely, authors were instructed to exclude records if 
they: a) were published before 2020; b) did not have an 
abstract; c) were not in English; d) were letters, editorials, 
conference material, book chapters, case reports, litera-
ture reviews or meta-analyses; e) were clearly out of topic 
(i.e. not presenting safety profile or headache/ adverse 
events post-vaccination for SARS-CoV-2, or not referring 
to human subjects, i.e. experimental animal model or 
in vitro); f ) referred to pediatric populations (aged below 
12) exclusively.

In this phase, the agreement among the judgements of 
the raters (inter-rater reliability) was estimated with Krip-
pendorff’s alpha coefficient (α) ranging from 0 (totally 
disagree) to 1 (totally agree). In case of disagreement, the 
record was retained for full-text evaluation. In case α was 
below 0.70, a second 20% set of reference was submitted 
to double check.

Eligible references were equally and randomly assigned 
to the authors who screened full texts for inclusion. For 
full texts evaluation, studies were excluded if: a) were 
not available in full text; b) were not in English or pub-
lished before 2020; c) did not refer primary research on 
COVID vaccine trials (i.e. case reports, letters, editorials, 

conference material, book chapters, literature reviews or 
meta-analyses); d) were not based on adult humans (i.e. 
were animal/in vitro model, or focused on patients aged 
below 12 exclusively); e) did not report data on safety 
issues and adverse events derived from a systematic eval-
uation, i.e. we excluded studies in which a case report 
form (CRF), either self-reported or based on structured 
interview with a health professional, was not used.

Five authors (PMik, MRom, MT, SS and SV) performed 
a double check on 50% of the full texts with regard to 
their eligibility and Krippendorff’s α was calculated: 
the choice for such a high rate is due to the large set of 
co-authors.

Data extraction
Data extraction was performed through an ad hoc elec-
tronic spreadsheet of Microsoft Excel for Windows. 
Included studies were equally and randomly assigned to 
the authors who extracted information on the sample 
considering the whole sample, the sub-sample receiv-
ing placebo (where applicable), the sub-sample receiving 
each vaccine (for studies reporting information on more 
than one vaccine type), as well as for all subjects receiv-
ing any kind of vaccine.

Extracted information included basic information, such 
as total number of participants, number of females, and 
average age, as well as the core information, i.e. the num-
ber of subjects who developed headache after vaccine 
or placebo inoculation. Additional information was: the 
number of subject developing migraine-like headache; 
the number of subject developing TTH-like headache; 
the number of subject with history of any headache; the 
number of subject with any chronic medical condition; 
the rank position of headache among reported AEs; the 
average days between injection and headache onset. 
With the exclusion of the last variables (which had to 
be reported directly), if the information was not directly 
available (e.g. females referred as percentage), it had to be 
calculated. Finally, authors were asked to refer whether 
the trial was in Phase II, III or IV, and whether the sam-
ple was entirely composed of subjects with specific health 
conditions (e.g. sample entirely composed of oncological 
patients, or patients with HIV).

A final control measure was made on extracted data: 
five authors (AMR, AndM, AR, MCas, MW-P) double 
checked 100% of extracted data. Such a choice was again 
made in consideration of the large amount of authors 
selecting full-texts and extracting data.

Data analysis
We descriptively summarized data reported to provide 
an overview of the included studies and samples in the 
studies, using medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) 
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for raw data. The measure of interest was the proportion 
of subjects who developed headache among those who 
received vaccination of any kind, or placebo.

The 95% Confidence Intervals (95%CI) were based on 
Wilson’s procedure [21]. Due to expected heterogene-
ity (in terms of sample size, the use of specific vaccines 
and recruitment procedures), pooled analyses were per-
formed using the random-effects models [22], and the 
pooled estimates were calculated after Freeman-Tukey 
Double Arcsine Transformation to stabilize variance [23]. 
Indeed, random-effects models are recommended if eli-
gible studies are characterized by heterogeneous meth-
odology, and thus it is unreasonable to assume that they 
share a common effect. The heterogeneity among studies 
was assessed relying on the χ2-test, and significant het-
erogeneity was defined when P-value was below 0.10. 
Inconsistency was quantified using the  I2 statistic [24]:  I2 
below 40% indicates no or not relevant heterogeneity;  I2 
comprised between 30 and 60% indicates moderate het-
erogeneity:  I2 comprised between 50 and 90% indicates 
substantial heterogeneity;  I2 higher than 75% indicates 
considerable heterogeneity [25]. MS excel, with MetaXL 
add-on, was used to perform analyses.

Sub-analyses included: analysis of headache develop-
ment by single vaccines, for those vaccine type in which 
there were at least three studies; comparison between 
vaccine recipients (taken as a whole) and placebo recipi-
ents; comparison between first and second doses in terms 
of headache onset (considering all vaccines together); 
comparison between newly-developed mRNA-based 

vaccines and traditional vaccines (inactivated and vector-
based vaccines) recipients.

Finally, to address the impact of age and sex on head-
ache development, a meta-regression analysis was 
performed. Mean participants’ age and percentage of 
females in each single study were entered as modera-
tors for the effect of vaccination or placebo on headache 
development. Meta-regression can be performed only if 
at least 6 effect size estimates with corresponding data 
for moderators are available: thus, it was run only for a 
portion of compounds and placebo [26].

Results
Once duplicate were removed, a total of 9338 records 
were selected for abstract check. Of them, 298 records 
were retained (double check agreement 98.1%) for full-
text evaluation, which resulted in 84 papers included in 
the review (double check agreement 98.0%) [27–110] (see 
flowchart in Fig.  1 for paper selection process). Table  2 
reports information on the features of different studies. 
In total, 1.57 million participants were included, most of 
them were recipients of BNT162b2 [27–51, 76, 78, 79, 
81, 83–87, 93, 95, 97, 98, 100, 105, 110] and ChAdOx1 
[52–56, 76, 79, 81, 83–87, 92, 93, 97, 98, 100, 105] which 
together accounted for 94% of the subjects included in 
the present review. In total 60 out of 84 studies focused 
on a single vaccine [89–91, 96, 99, 101, 102, 104, 106, 108, 
109], 19 on two different vaccines [76–83, 85, 86, 88, 92–
95, 97, 100, 105, 110], the remaining on three or more. 
In terms of sample size, two large population studies 

Fig. 1 Flowchart of selected studies
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included, respectively, 704,003 and 627,383 participants 
[27, 76], representing alone 85% of all included patients 
within selected studies. Taken as a whole, a slight female 
preponderance is reported across the studies. In terms 
of rank among AEs, headache was generally listed in the 
third position.

Table 3 shows a synthesis of the pooled rates of head-
ache onset after injection for SARS-CoV-2 (detailed plots 
are included in supplementary materials). Data show a 
higher incidence rate among vaccine recipients compared 
to placebo recipients, both at the first and at the second 
dose, with no relevant differences between vaccines type. 
An exception to this was ChAdOx1 on the first dose, 
for whom a higher pooled incidence was observed, as 
well as higher incidence on the first dose compared to 
the second. In addition, no difference can be appreci-
ated between recipients of the new vaccines, based on 
mRNA technology (i.e. BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273) 
contrasted to the “traditional” ones, i.e. those based on 
inactivated viruses or recombinant viral vectors. Lastly, 
a relevant heterogeneity across studies was observed for 
almost all analyses, excluding NVX-CoV2373 at the first 

dose. In fact, our results tell that 22% (95% CI 18–27%) of 
subjects developed headache after the first dose of vac-
cine, the same figure being 29% (95% CI 23–35%) after 
the second. However, such rates were extremely variable: 
at the first dose (see supplementary Figure S1), incidence 
rates varied between 0% (95% CI 0–4%) to 100%, whereas 
at the second dose (see supplementary Figure S2) rates 
varied again between 0% (95% CI 0–4%) to 83% (95% CI 
65–96%).

Information on headache onset was generally reported 
within the first seven days after injection, since this is 
the timeframe used in most of the trials to collect infor-
mation on solicited AEs: however, no study reported 
information on the average days between injection and 
headache onset. Similarly, none of the studies herein 
included reported information on headache features, i.e. 
whether it was TTH-like or migraine-like, as well as its 
duration or response to acute medications.

Table 4 reports the results of the meta-regression anal-
ysis addressing the impact of age and gender on post-
vaccination headache. The only retrieved effect shown 

Table 2 Features of participants to the different studies: all included subjects, all vaccine recipients, placebo recipients, and single 
vaccine recipients

Vaccines reported by less than three studies were not included in the table

N.R. not reported, N.A. not available

N. of studies N. of participants Median 
female 
percentage; 
25th-75th 
percentile
(N. of studies)

Median age; 
 25th-75th 
percentile
(N. of studies)

Median percentage of 
subjects with chronic 
conditions; 
25th-75th percentile
(N. of studies)

Median headache rank 
position among side 
effects; 
25th-75th percentile
(N. of studies)

All included subjects 84 1,568,199 58.4%;
49.4–69.5%
(N = 76)

39.8;
35.5–49.9
(N = 62)

37.2%;
18.2–92.5%
(N = 19)

3rd;
3rd‑4th

(N = 57)

All Vaccines recipients 84 1,522,830 59.4%;
49.1–71.1%
(N = 72)

41.0;
35.3–48.6
(N = 56)

34.7%;
16.9–96.3%
(N = 22)

3rd;
3rd‑4th

(N = 56)

BNT162b2 41 1,047,545 64.3%;
52.3–71.7%
(N = 34)

43.5;
38.2–57.3
(N = 26)

85.0%;
39.4–100%
(N = 9)

3rd;
3rd‑4th

(N = 32)

ChAdOx1 19 388,147 71.2%;
61.1–76.3%
(N = 12)

37.5;
35.8–49.7
(N = 8)

45.8%;
41.5–50.1%
(N = 2)

4th;
3rd‑4th

(N = 12)

PiCoVacc 9 15,177 62.4%;
49.0%‑67.7%
(N = 6)

35.8;
35.4–36.1
(N = 5)

15.8%;
15.2–16.3%
(N = 2)

3rd;
2nd‑3rd

(N = 7)

mRNA‑1273 5 16,575 51.8%;
41.1–64.4%
(N = 4)

64.7;
48.9–66.7
(N = 3)

100%;
n.a
(N = 1)

3rd;
2nd‑3rd

(N = 3)

NVX‑CoV2373 3 7,612 48.8%;
48.7–49.0%
(N = 2)

56.0;
n.a

(N = 1)

n.r 3rd;
2nd‑3rd

(N = 2)

Placebo Recipients 21 45,760 52.4%;
47.6–54.2%
(N = 20)

43.3;
37.6–48.1
(N = 19)

13.8%;
4.8–26.9%
(N = 5)

3rd;
2nd‑4th

(N = 18)
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is a lower prevalence of headache after first injection of 
BNT162b2 in older participants.

Discussion
With this systematic review with meta-analysis we ana-
lysed the pooled incidence rates of headache onset after 
vaccination against SARS-CoV-2, or placebo receipt. 
Our results show that 22% (95% CI 18–27%) of subjects 
developed headache after the first dose of vaccine and 
29% (95% CI 23–35%) after the second, and that these 
rates were two-fold higher compared to those receiv-
ing placebo (10–12%). Headache was generally reported 
as the third most common AE, the first usually being 
pain at injection site. No significant differences could 
be observed between vaccines based on the new mRNA 
technology and “traditional” (i.e. inactivated viruses or 
recombinant viral vectors) ones, together with a minor 
impact of age, which enables presuming that headache is 
secondary to systemic immunological reaction than to a 
vaccine-type specific reaction.

Table 3 Pooled rates and 95% CI for headache onset after injection against SARS‑CoV‑2

N. of studies Pooled headache incidence
(95%CI)

Q
(p-value)

I2

All vaccines recipients,  1st dose 84 22%
(18–27%)

270,544.2
(p < .01)

100%

All vaccines recipients,  2nd dose 46 29%
(23–35%)

16,478.5
(p < .01)

100%

Placebo recipients,  1st dose 21 10%
(6–13%)

2203.7
(p < .01)

99%

Placebo recipients,  2nd dose 10 12%
(7–17%)

955.7
(p < .01)

99%

mRNA vaccine recipients,  1st dose 43 22%
(17–27%)

84,389.3
(p < .01)

100%

Traditional vaccine recipients,  1st dose 54 23%
(18–29%)

44,406.8
(p < .01)

100%

BNT162b2,  1st dose 41 21%
(16–27%)

82,671.2
(p < .01)

100%

BNT162b2,  2nd dose 26 30%
(23–38%)

6784.6
(p < .01)

100%

ChAdOx1,  1st dose 19 53%
(39–66%)

29,819.7
(p < .01)

100%

ChAdOx1,  2nd dose 3 29%
(11–51%)

5.4
(p = .07)

63%

mRNA‑1273,  1st dose 5 28%
(10–51%)

64.4
(p < .01)

94%

mRNA‑1273,  2nd dose 3 54%
(32–74%)

12.6
(p < .01)

84%

NVX‑CoV2373,  1st dose 3 25%
(24–26%)

1.5
(p = .46)

0%

NVX‑CoV2373,  2nd dose 3 31%
(18–47%)

80.9
(p < .01)

100%

PiCoVacc,  1st dose 9 11%
(5–19%)

1283.8
(p < .01)

100%

Table 4 Results of the Meta‑Regression Analysis

k refers to the number of studies included in specific meta-regression analyses

Moderator k B SE p

All vaccines recipients,  1st dose Age 60 ‑0.004 0.002 .082

%females 76 0.048 0.034 .162

Placebo recipients,  1st dose Age 19 ‑0.001 0.004 .896

%females 20 ‑0.013 0.382 .973

All vaccines recipients,  2nd dose Age 17 0.001 0.003 .965

%females 25 0.134 0.189 .485

BNT162b2,  1st dose Age 26 ‑0.005 0.002 .041

%females 33 0.115 0.188 .545

BNT162b2,  2nd dose Age 10 ‑0.006 0.004 .213

%females 15 0.160 0.320 .625

PiCoVacc,  1st dose %females 6 0.242 0.272 .424

ChAdOx1,  1st dose Age 8 ‑0.012 0.009 .231

%females 12 0.688 0.435 .145
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After almost two years since the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the SARS-CoV-2 is still causing 
a large number of deaths worldwide, and vaccination 
campaign is the most promising and safe way to reduce 
its spreading: this in fact means to reduce the impact 
of COVID-19 on the health of citizens  [111], by reduc-
ing mortality but also by reducing morbidity and long 
term impact of COVID-19, and in particular to protect 
the health and wellbeing of the weakest ones [112]. Like 
all vaccines, also those used to prevent SARS-CoV-2 
spreading and the risks connected to the development of 
COVID-19 may produce AEs: among them, headache is 
one of the most common. The fact that it is more asso-
ciated to vaccine than to placebo indicates an effect of 
the vaccine itself on headache development. This is also 
witnessed by the fact that population studies addressing 
rates of headache in a short-time timeframe (i.e. the so-
called “headache yesterday” approach) showed headache 
prevalence ranging between 6 and 17% [113–116]. Such a 
kind result, however, deserve some comments.

First, included studies report largely heterogene-
ous results on onset of post-vaccination headache, with 
no information about pre-existing headache disorders, 
which might act as risk factors for post-vaccination head-
ache development. Moreover, no information on head-
ache features, time to onset, duration and response to 

acute treatment could be derived by included studies. So, 
our literature review cannot provide direct evidence on 
pre-existing headache and features of post-vaccination 
headache, which is fundamental to determine if headache 
occurring after vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 can be 
considered as one of the usual headaches (for those with 
previous history of headache), or a totally new headache.

The main reason for such a poor description of head-
ache features lies in the selection criteria we applied, i.e. 
that we selected studies focused on vaccine efficacy, in 
which headache was addressed within solicited AEs, i.e. 
using structured CRFs. In most cases, such AEs were 
collected within 7 days from injection: this clearly leaves 
poor data to present the features of such headache, and 
thus such data do not enable to distinguish reversible, 
common and non-severe cases from those that should 
be considered as red flags for life threatening conditions, 
like cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT). Some reports 
specifically address headache as a premonitory symp-
tom of CVT in non-replicant adenovirus vector based 
COVID-19 vaccine recipients  [117, 118]. Such kind of 
headaches’ features is reported as severe, progressive 
and treatment-resistant, the main characteristic is being 
delayed from vaccination (i.e. usually more than a week). 
So, patients developing a new-onset headache, around a 
week after vaccination with an adenovirus vector-based 

Table 5 Main features of post‑vaccine headache described in available literature

a information was related to the second dose; bNRS on a 0–10 scale. Categorical variables are reported as frequencies and percentages; continuous variables as 
means ± standard deviation (unless differently stated). None of the studies from the present table was included in the literature review with meta-analysis

Sekiguchi [15]a Ekizoglu [113] Göbel [121] Göbel [53]

Subjects developing headache after vaccination 
against SARS‑CoV‑2

78 556 2349 2464

Females n.r 441 (79%) 1289 (74%) 1534 (85%)

Age (mean ± SD) n.r 43.4 ± 12.3 41.0 ± 11.6 39.0 ± 12.7

Accompanying symptoms

 Aggravation with activity 49 (63%) 137 (25%) 1010 (43%) 1232 (50%)

 Phonophobia 16 (21%) 83 (15%) 658 (28%) 813 (33%)

 Photophobia 6 (8%) 94 (17%) 634 (27%) 788 (32%)

 Nausea 14 (18%) 67 (12%) 564 (24%) 690 (28%)

 Osmophobia n.r 22 (4%) 70 (3%) 99 (4%)

Headache severity

 Mild 126 (23%) 328 (14%) 267 (11%)

 Moderate 370 (66%) 1081 (46%) 867 (35%)

 Severe 60 (11%) 940 (40%) 1330 (54%)

  NRSb 5 (IQR: 4–8)

Headache features

 Unilateral location 20 (26%) 184 (33%) 634 (27%) 591 (24%)

 Pulsating quality 39 (50%) 223 (40%) 681 (29%) 838 (34%)

 Time to onset (hours; mean ± SD) 12 (IQR: 7–18) 43 ± 84 18 ± 27 15 ± 22

 Duration (hours; mean ± SD) 8 (IQR: 4–24) 12 (IQR: 5–72) 14 ± 21 16 ± 30

 Need for drug use 68 (87%) 385 (70%) 1396 (59%) 1960 (80%)
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vaccine, with or without other neurological symptoms 
should be carefully followed up for the risk of develop-
ing cerebral venous thrombosis: risk factors also include 
thrombocytopenia, anti-platelet factor 4 antibodies, and 
multiple organ thrombosis, i.e. vaccine-induced immune 
thrombotic thrombocytopenia.

However, in most cases, headache occurring after vac-
cination from SARS-CoV-2 is reversible, with onset few 
hours after vaccine receipt and a few hours to few days’ 
duration. Two manuscripts showed differences between 
first and second dose: our results show headache is more 
common after the second dose, but one study by Perrotta 
and colleagues showed the opposite (29.2% after the first 
and 22.1% after the second) [119]. The seven days’ period 
is a standard for AEs detection in clinical studies address-
ing vaccine efficacy or in studies addressing safety pro-
file. However, in such a period a patient with pre-existing 
headache disorder, especially those with high frequency 
or chronic ones, is likely to have a headache episode irre-
spectively of vaccination status. Therefore, these patients 
might have difficulties to differentiate between post-vac-
cination headaches and their usual episodes when just 
responding to a structured CRF which is not intended to 
address such a difference. Nevertheless, two studies (not 
included in our review) showed higher rates of headache 
onset among patients with a history of headache disor-
ders: Sekiguchi and colleagues reported that 13.6% and 
32% of those without headache history, and 30.9% and 
66.2% of those with headache history developed post-
vaccination headache after the first and second dose, 
respectively [15]; Ekizoglu and colleagues reported that 
21.1% of those without headache history, and 38.8% of 
those with headache history developed post-vaccination 
headache [120].

Finally, with regard to the features of headache occur-
ring after SARS-CoV-2 vaccines, some inputs were avail-
able in four different studies  [15, 53, 120, 121], and the 
main characteristics were described in Table  5. In syn-
thesis, such headaches generally onset within the first 
day from injection and its duration is below 24  h. It is 
bilateral in 70–75% of the cases, and pulsating quality is 
reported by 30–40% of patients. Aggravation with activ-
ity is the most common accompanying symptom, fol-
lowed by phono/photophobia, nausea and, in less than 
5% of reported cases, by osmophobia; headache intensity 
is generally a moderate one. Taken as a whole, the fea-
tures of such a headache do not resemble migraine-like 
one in most of the cases: however, but in approximately 
one third of the cases, migrainous features seem to be 
met, and this seems to be much more common among 
people with pre-existing migraine. The headache inci-
dence increase shown in our study thus supports the 
need to make an effort for classifying headache arising 

after vaccination against SARS-CoV-2, so as to differenti-
ate these headaches from other spontaneously occurring 
headache episodes, and to identifying those that might 
constitute a red flag for CVT.

With regard to treatment for post-vaccination head-
ache, available literature provides little information. 
The aforementioned studies [15, 53, 120, 121] show that 
the majority of patients had used analgesics to treat it, 
but distinction between patients with and without pre-
existing headache is not reported. Partial or complete 
response was reported by 97% of patients who took anal-
gesics in the study of Ekizoglu [120], whereas in the two 
studies of Göbel and colleagues  [53, 121] it was shown 
that the two most commonly used drugs were paraceta-
mol and ibuprofen (respectively used by 45.5% and 36% 
of subjects), whereas the one perceived being the most 
effective, by 46.2% of users, was acetylsalicylic acid. There 
is therefore pending issues about the proposed treat-
ments as over the counter medications, that usually alle-
viate also fever, may exert a partial effect on patients with 
a history of migraine.

The possible mechanism of post-vaccination head-
ache is currently unknown and, in order to make some 
hypotheses, a step back to the mechanisms that have 
been hypothesized for SARS-CoV-2 to spread and impact 
on human body is needed. Several possible routes for 
SARS-CoV-2 virus spread in the human body are cur-
rently postulated: use of the bloodstream with subse-
quent neuronal dissemination, infection of endothelial 
cells within the blood–brain barrier (BBB) or blood-cer-
ebrospinal fluid barrier, use of transsynaptic pathways 
after infection of the endings nerves (forward or retro-
grade transport) mainly in the olfactory bulb, crossing 
the BBB as a result of leukocyte infection (Trojan horse 
mechanism) or through the use of the glymphatic sys-
tem [122, 123]. However, it seems that the most likely 
receptor mechanism is the use of angiotensin-converting 
enzyme type 2 (ACE2) to break BBB. ACE2 expression 
outside the lung tissue was confirmed in neurons, astro-
cytes, oligodendrocytes, olfactory bulb, substantia nigra, 
brainstem, posterior cingulate cortex, striatum, and 
hypothalamus [124].

SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to be a neurotropic virus 
that has the ability to infect and replicate in cultures of 
neuronal cells and brains [125]. It seems that the emer-
gence of neurological symptoms in COVID-19 occurs 
through three possible mechanisms: direct viral inva-
sion, immune-mediated post-inflammatory complica-
tions, and a mechanism secondary to lung damage and 
systemic disease [126]. Although the main symptoms 
of COVID-19 are fever, cough and shortness of breath, 
one of the most frequently observed symptoms preced-
ing or occurring during and after SARS-CoV2 infection 
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is headache [127]. Indeed, in COVID-19, headache is the 
most frequently reported neurological symptom, with a 
prevalence of 10–37% [128, 129] in studies based in hos-
pital setting. However, headache seems to be much more 
prevalent (39–72%) when analysed in prospective stud-
ies by structured questionnaires [130–133]. The mecha-
nism by which headache occurs in COVID-19 remains 
unclear. Some authors suggest that the headache may be 
a consequence of direct activation of the trigemino-vas-
cular system by the SARS-CoV2 or through the increased 
circulating proinflammatory cytokines and hypoxia or 
vasculopathy [134]. Primary headache associated with 
COVID-19 infection can be a consequence of increased 
stress related to infection or post-traumatic stress dis-
order related to COVID-19, which may be a trigger for 
headache or de novo headache related to infection (new 
daily persistent headache). Secondary headache can be 
associated with cytokine release syndrome, systemic viral 
infection and other causes related to direct COVID-19 
infection either vascular or non-vascular [135].

COVID-19 related headache is frequently accompa-
nied by osmophobia, phonophobia, and photophobia, 
which are less frequently reported in post-vaccination 
headache. In addition, other clinical features may present 
with some differences: post-vaccination headache is in 
fact mostly bilateral, less intensity and shorter duration 
than COVID-19 related headache [120]. Post-vaccination 
headache could be secondary to substances administered 
during immunisation. However, this seems unlikely con-
sidering the diversity of vaccine types included in our 
study, and due to the general lack of age and gender effect 
on headache onset. Inactivated virus vaccines differ in 
composition from vector-based. These in turn are incom-
parable to mRNA-based agents. This difference in com-
position should hypothetically translate to differences in 
headache prevalence and phenotype after separate vac-
cine types. However, our study did not find significant 
differences in headache prevalence after miscellaneous 
vaccination types.

Probably the only common denominator for all of the 
analysed vaccine types is SARS-CoV-2 spike protein 
(SP). SP binds with ACE2 and leads to diverse biological, 
and potentially pain-related reactions [134]. Presently, 
it is unknown whether ACE2 is present in peripheral 
structures of the trigeminal nerve, although some other 
neuronal structures express ACE2 [127, 136]. If indeed 
SP was causing headache, then after vaccination with 
an inactivated virus this symptom should have an ear-
lier onset than after other agents, as mRNA and vector 
based vaccines require a transcription phase for the spike 
protein to occur in the system. Unfortunately, the stud-
ies included in our meta-analysis do not provide data 
on an exact headache timeline. However, some large 

retrospective observations suggest that headache starts 
several hours after vaccination and remits in most cases 
within few hours  [15, 53, 120, 121]. It should be under-
lined that the results of our meta-analysis to some extent 
exclude SP as the cause of headache. This can be deduced 
from the fact that headache was more prevalent after the 
second vaccine dose. If SP was the cause of headache, 
then neutralising antibodies present after the first dose 
should decrease levels of circulating SP after the sec-
ond dose, and consequently diminish the prevalence of 
headache.

There exists an alternative to above described rationale. 
It attributes this symptom to disorder of homoeostasis. 
Vaccines are designed to induce humoral and cellular 
immunity. These reactions include diverse mechanisms, 
some of which possibly may provoke headache. Adap-
tive immune reaction takes days or weeks to develop, and 
hence would not provoke headache occurring hours after 
vaccination. However, innate immunity has been proven 
to begin within hours after vaccine administration [137, 
138]. This type of reaction includes many cytokines medi-
ating an acute-phase reaction. Serum concentrations of 
some cytokines (interferon gamma, interleukin-6, C-X-C 
motif chemokine ligand 10) have been shown to peak 
early after vaccination and decrease within several days 
[138]. Moreover, these cytokines were shown by the same 
study to achieve even higher concentrations after the sec-
ond vaccine dose. This could explain a higher prevalence 
of headache after the second immunisation. Further-
more, other symptoms related to innate immune reac-
tion (i.e. fever and myalgia) have been associated with a 
(mostly) virus-based vaccine  [120]. Finally, the mecha-
nism associated with innate immune reaction explains to 
some extent the similarities in headache prevalence after 
vaccines against other viruses, i.e. influenza [139].

The attribution of headache to immune reaction is a 
compelling idea. It could be hypothesised that in this 
situation a more robust immune reaction could translate 
to more headache cases, but also more effective immu-
nogenicity. Alas the studies from our meta-analysis did 
not try to find an association between post-vaccination 
headache and vaccine effectiveness. A post-hoc analysis 
could solve this conundrum. Finally, it should be men-
tioned that both of above-described mechanisms (SP 
and innate immune reaction) could explain many simi-
larities between headache characteristics after COVID-
19 vaccination  [15, 53, 120, 121] and after  COVID-19 
itself [120, 133, 140].

When discussing the possible mechanism of post-
vaccination headache, one might wonder if, in the case 
of viral vector COVID-19 vaccines, the headache is not 
a consequence of systemic infection. Then the headache 
could be identified using ICHD-3 code 9.9.2.1 – Acute 
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headache attributed to systemic viral infection. However, 
in such a case, one would expect a higher incidence of 
headaches from this type of vaccination, which was not 
observed in this meta-analysis. That is naturally a com-
pletely theoretical situation, since adenoviruses in vector-
based vaccines are unable to replicate. Hence their spread 
is limited to the muscle where they were administered via 
injection.

It should also be remembered that in very rare cases 
the headache following vaccination may be a conse-
quence of a complication of the COVID-19 vaccination. 
Cases of cerebral venous thrombosis or ischemic stroke 
in unusual locations associated with vaccine-induced 
immune thrombotic thrombocytopenia (VITT) have 
been reported following ChAdOx1-S and Ad26.COV2S 
vaccine [141, 142]. The pathophysiology of VITT is pre-
sumably the development of immunoglobulin G antibod-
ies against platelet factor 4, further resulting in platelet 
consumption and thrombus formation. Symptoms of 
thrombosis, thrombocytopenia or coagulation abnor-
malities appear within five to ten days post-vaccination 
and are a late complication of vaccination [142]. Conse-
quently, any headache secondary to VITT should occur 
or recur 5–10 days after immunisation.

Some limitations have to be taken into consideration. 
First, we were unable to locate eight studies. Second, 
there was a considerable heterogeneity across studies and 
two very large studies account for approximately 85% of 
the studies’ sample (however, in terms of weights the con-
tribution is well balanced and they did not account for 
excess weight). Third, there is a mixture of  phase-II/III 
and phase-IV studies, and therefore comparison against 
placebo is not always reported. Fourth, we were unable to 
report information on headache type and duration, and 
on presence of headache before vaccination, as this kind 
of information was not reported among selected stud-
ies: the information reported in this manuscript referred 
to headache features and higher likelihood to develop 
it among patients with history of headache was in fact 
derived from descriptive studies which did not meet 
our inclusion criteria. Finally, we have no information 
at all whether being on a migraine-specific prophylaxis 
might have a positive effect on post-vaccine headache 
development.

Conclusions
In conclusion, headache is the third most common AE 
associated to vaccination against SARS-CoV-2, and it 
occurred in 22% (95% CI: 18–27%) after the first and 
in 29% (95% CI: 23–35%) after the second dose over a 
7-day period, and such rates are higher compared to 
those receiving placebo (10–12%) as well as compared 
to population studies showing 6–17% likelihood to have 

headache on the previous day. The features of such head-
ache, in approximately one-third of the cases, resem-
ble that of migraine with pulsating quality, phono and 
photophobia, whereas aggravation with activity is more 
common (generally in 40–60% of the cases). Its onset is 
generally within the first 24 h and the majority of patients 
used some medication to treat headache, the one per-
ceived as the most effective being acetylsalicylic acid.

Our meta-analysis showed no significant difference in 
the frequency of headaches observed with different vac-
cine types, which differ essentially in composition. Given 
the various mechanisms possibly implicated in the onset 
of post-vaccination headache, it seems most likely to be 
related to the systemic inflammatory response with a still 
unclear mechanism.
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